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BLOWERS

• BLOWERS bring your inflatables to life.
Each of our blowers are specifically designed
to keep your inflatables filled with air and
attracting attention for your brand or product.
• BLOWERS are sturdy and reliable.
Specifically designed for indoor and outdoor
use. Our blowers will last for years.
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The “Cub” #CP-1 B-Air Blower is one of the most versatile 14HP Blowers on the market today designed to
inflate ornamental advertising structures with ease
and flexibility.

Kodiak 1hp

They are designed to be used externally as well as
internally within an inflatable structure.
The B-Air Cub’s flexibility comes from its ability to
be positioned in 3 different angles, with a built-in
handle for ease of carrying or positioning.

The Kodiak creates remarkable 1170 CFM with 8.8”
of static pressure at a low 7.0 amp draw which
comes in real handy with today’s larger and older
inflatables that are being used in limited residential
power supply.

$81 .00

14 HP, 2.3 Amps, 375 CFM, 6 Ft Cord, Easy to Carry
Handle, Internal External Application Capabilities, 1
Year WarrantyHousing 5 Year

Grizzly

The B-Air GRIZZLY Blowers (#GP-1) come in a 1HP
Motor with 3 speeds and 4 positions, including a
swing-out kickstand! They come standard with a 2”
Velcro around the outlet opening.

$174
$197

The Grizzlies are designed for various applications
in the inflatable industry such as crawl-through
inflatables, roof-top advertising inflatables, etc...,
where you may require Higher CFM’s and lower
Static pressures.

Kodiak 1.5hp

$197
$266

The Grizzlies are also offered in C-UL-US Certification. Model (#GP-1-UL). This means they have been
tested by and Independent Safety Certification Lab,
.00
Standard known as Underwriters Laboratories (UL) and have
found that they have passed their stringent safety
.00
UL Approved tests and have become certified through the C-UL-US
Safety Certification.
• Available in Black or Safety Green.

Vortex 18”

$186 .00

Vortex 24”

The Big Bear Model # BB-2 Vortex Fan is an
extremely powerful fan for virtually any kind of
advertising use, due to it’s powerful 34 HP motor
and it’s uniquely designed fan blades.
The Big Bear II has a 2-Speed powerful 34 HP motor
with the lowest rated decibels in its class, giving it
the flexibility to be used both indoors and out! The
Vortex 2 sits on a very stable “Rolling” base with 4
(lockable) wheels. The Bear 2 also has these unique
built in features:
• Locking Wheels to lock unit in place during operation, and ease the task of moving unit with ease
when unlocked.
• Unit includes a handle for ease of carrying unit
when floor is not smooth for rolling.
• Unit has a built in cord wrap for the 25ft cord for
easy storage.
• 3 built-in wind stabilizing pole receptacles for
additional safety in windy conditions.
• Pre drilled 516 hole in center of fan grill to accommodate a lighting system

In addition, the Kodiak has a reverse air louver
assembly outlet a 25ft cords and stackable capabiliStandard ties. The Kodiak is light at 33 lbs. and easy to carry
with it’s built in handle.
.00
UL Approved • 1 HP
• Powerful 1170 CFM

.00

$186 .00 Non-UL

True to its name, the new Kodiak 1.5 HP is B-Air’s
latest most powerful innovation in a 1.5 HP blower
Based on the proven Kodiak 1 HP the NEW #KP-1.5
is designed to produce while maintaining a low 8.8
running amp draw.
As with its predecessor the KP-1.5 is housed in a
compact light weight high impact roto molded
housing with the same easy to carry handle, 25ft
cord and the patented safety designed “reverse air
louvers” all B-Air Blowers have standard.
• 1.5 HP
• Powerful 1290 CFM
• Exclusively Designed Fan for Maximum CFM and
CFM and Low Amp Draw

Folding Base

The Air Vortex Model FD-30 Fan is great for portable cold air balloons. The base
system has built-in blower and light sockets for 4 lights. These work great with
digitally printed tubes up to 20ft tall. On smaller balloons including Hot Air Shapes
they can stand on their own for indoor installations.
.00
Base folds up and goes into included vinyl zippered case.

$209
Duo Vortex

The Air Vortex Model AV-24 Fan is an extremely
powerful 24” diameter fan used for the dancing balloons. This very high fan can work with 100ft tubes.

The Duo Vortex fan is great for the
smaller size 2-leg dancing balloons.
Dancers up to 15ft tall can be attached.

This one speed fan is designed for outdoor use and
comes with a bolt on metal base.
Comes with 25ft cord.

The New 1HP Kodiak Blower (#KP-1) from B-Air is the
latest in the efficiency of amps and space usage in
order to obtain the highest possible static pressure
and CFM.

$676 .00

$209 .00
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